
Top 10 Television Group Of 2009 - Great Shows Of Our Time
 

Plenty of extra features such as additional input sockets - The 7000 series LED like all

monitors now which have a Full HD Tuner, PVR, Time Shift, 4 HDMI Sockets, and 3 USB

Sockets which will become of increasing importance as technology advances in the coming

years. A very stylish, thin panel, much more technically sophisticated than the LG SMART

TV. The image differences may be hard to distinguish at the recommended viewing positions,

but the Samsung is clearly the winner when it comes to Full High Definition. Also boasts a 6

star energy rating. 

 

The first one I would I like to mention is the Walking Dead, possibly the best tv series I have

watched so far. There are several things to love about this TV show. First, the Asian

character, Steven Yuen, gets some with the hottest white chicks in the show. Second, the

zombies have awesome makeup. Third, there is a great story line. The story is based on a

'The Walking Dead' comic series. Unlike most shows, the TV series more or less resembles

the actual story line of the comic. A group of survivors travel around the country to find a safe

haven. They reach several locations like Atlanta, the CDC, and an abandoned prison

throughout the show. It is filled with a lot of gory scenes, horror moments, and bad-ass fight

scenes. mymoviehits.com/series miss out on this great tv series. 

 

Are you tracking the hot, steamy any romance on Gray's Anatomy? Do you live vicariously

through the drama of the Desperate Housewives? Are you a diehard CSI fan who doesn't

want to miss a beat? Do you wonder what evil lurks next in Smallville and who will save a lot

of this week? Do your belly laughs come from The Simpsons each week? Are you curious

what mission the Heroes will be on next? Are you anxious to see who House cures this week

and what snide comment he will spew at them? 

 

By rent, we mean people can choose from the thousands of movies available in HD, and

through the newest Apple TV, they can watch these movies in the comfort of their home,

even on the same day that these movies go out on DVD. That's convenience that only the

Apple Television can bring. 

mymoviehits.com/series


 

 

Going along with the themes of oldies and Westerns, on satellite tv you can also find new

Westerns with a modern spin now in HD. There are two newer shows that fit the bill. One is

Deadwood, an HBO Original Series that depicts the development of the town Deadwood, in

South Dakota from a western settlement. The show twines together fiction and non-fiction

history from the Western days. It features real life characters painted with some poetic

license to make the show more compelling. Among those famed Westerners depicted in the

show are Calamity Jane and Wild Bill. The show ran for 3 seasons on HBO and you can

catch them all now on satellite tv. 

 



This reality television series debuted on October 14, 2007. It follows the lives of the

Kardashian/Jenner clan which consists of the ex-wife and children of the late Robert

Kardashian. The most famous of the bunch is of course Kim Kardashian. She is the second

oldest of the crew and is famous for her socialite status. She is currently dating sports star

Reggie Bush and she owns a women's clothing store in California. Critics have called the

show a desperate attempt at clinging to fame. 

 

The Samsung UN46B8000 LED TV uses Samsungs amazing Mega Contrast Ratio feature

which brings out all the shades of grey. It also uses a Wide Colour Enhancer Pro with LED

gamut which makes sure that each and every pixel (yes pixel, not just "screen area") is bright

and vibrant giving you a stunning overall picture quality. This enables the TV to display a

wider range of natural colours and provide greater depth, especially in the dark range

resulting in a truly brilliant contrast. 


